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The Wayne Township Supervisors, 1418 Wampum Road, Ellwood City, PA 16117 held its regular monthly 
Supervisor Board Meeting on Thursday, May 7, 2010, 7:00 P.M. 
 
The meeting opened with the “Pledge of Allegiance” lead by Chairman, Dennis Hall and a word of Prayer by 
Supervisor, Bruce Badger.  In attendance were Supervisors Dennis Hall, Charles Hutchison and Bruce Badger; 
Township Solicitor, Ryan Long; Assistant Secretary, Brandy R. Fullmer. 
 
Vice-Chairman, Chuck Hutchison made a motion to accept the minutes from the last monthly Supervisor Board 
Meeting; Supervisor Bruce Badger 2nd the motion.  All in favor. 
 
Public Comment: 
Regarding Marcella Well Drilling – A question arose about water being contaminated.  Bruce Badger responded in 
saying that there will be testing before they drill. They will also test afterward.  Ann Graham also asked about the 
water and well being ruined.  Bruce Badger responded saying that residents can also test their own water.  Badger 
said things can happen. There is always a chance of contamination they cannot tell you there is not.  They are at 
such depth when they dig down 8000ft and then horizontal 3000ft-4000ft in any direction.  They will lease your 
property if they will be underneath it. Bruce states this is what they say. 
 
Rich Figurel asked if they are on the old state permits. Bruce Badger said he does not know what permits they are 
on.  Badger said his guess is that they would at least need updated if they were from 7 or 8 years ago. 
Tootie Welsh asked if when the permits expire do they need to be renegotiated.   Bruce Badger responded by saying 
that it all depends on what they signed years ago on the permit. Some of them they could turn them over.  Some of 
them stated they could roll them back over for like a dollar.  Badger also stated that if they are new they will renew 
them at the current fee. 
 
Tootie she was not complaining and was happy that we got the street lights.  But she is not happy with where the 
lights were placed.  Chuck Hutchison responded by saying that this was just a starting place.  After the lights are up 
and if we are not happy with them they can put up more lights.   
 
Tootie Welsh had a question of if we got a map from Maury yet.  Ryan Long responded by saying we were waiting 
for the map from the County defining the property lines. Ryan said he will check on this. 
 
Rich Figurel said that people are asking him about repairing the potholes on Fridays Hill Road.  It is deteriorating 
pretty badly.  Dennis Hall responded by saying that it is in the plans to maybe get paved this year. 
 
Ann Graham wants to know why no one has done anything to stop the water from going into her drive and washing 
it out.  Dennis Hall responded by asking if she would like a curb put there.  Hall stated they would take a look at it. 
 
New Business: 
Resolution 9 of 2010  -- Junk Yard Fees * Licenses.  The fee is already $150.00.  We are setting the inspection for 
Maury Waltz Consultant.  Dennis Hall made a motion to accept this.  It was 2nd by Bruce Badger.  All in Favor. 
 
Road Permit -- Dennis Hall asked Ryan Long what we could charge for Road Bonds. Dennis Hall wants a sample 
of what we can and cannot charge.  Ryan Long said he will give us sample prior to the next monthly meeting. 



Contractor approval was read by Brandy Fullmer.  Ryan long states that all not quotes were the lowest.  The 
reason for this is so that we can be assured that the projects would get done in a timely fashion.   Ryan Long also 
stated that if the homeowner wants the contractor that is the lowest bid they need to let Maury Waltz and also the 
Supervisors know. Hall and Hutchison mentioned the special meetings. Chuck made a motion to accept the list with 
the stipulation that Maury Waltz will go with the lowest quote.  Unless otherwise giving a sound justification in 
choosing a higher quote; 2nd by Bruce Badger.  All in Favor. 
 
Dave Scopelite was very upset with the fact that lowest quote not getting the bids.  Also one of his quotes was not 
even on the list. 
 
Question on the floor.  How do you get the grant money?  Chuck Hutchison states that you need to apply. 
 
Black Top Paving Bid- Super Pave 1200ton, 19 mm Binder. Bids to open June 3rd. Dennis Hall made a motion; 2nd 
by Chuck Hutchison.  All in Favor. 
 
Ryan Long obtained info on back taxes for the Nastas Property.  The amount of taxes to be paid is $75.65.  There 
was a representative there willing to pay the taxes.  Bruce Badger made a motion for Ryan Long to proceed in 
process; 2nd by Chuck Hutchison.  All in Favor 
 
Chuck Hutchison spoke of the purchase of the 550 Ford truck.  
 
Approval of Financial Report/Ledger was made by Hall; 2nd by Hutchison.  All in Favor. 
 
Dennis Hall made a motion to Pay the Bills from the Printed Ledger Report; 2nd by Chuck Hutchison.  All in Favor. 
 
Rich Figurel brought up a question about the inspections of the junk yards.  Are they an annual permit and do we 
have a list of them.  Chuck Hutchison responded by saying the junk yards need inspection and they are annual 
permits.  Hutchison also said Shari should have a list.   
 
Solicitor’s Report – 
 Ryan Long said he had nothing. 
 
Dennis Hall made a motion to adjourn the meeting; 2nd by Bruce Badger.  All in Favor. 
 
Submitted by Brandy Fullmer 
 
 
 


